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INTRODUCTION 
Studies of various summer weather conditions at St. Louis have revealed urban-produced 
weather anomalies (Changnon et al 1981). These include increases in summer rainfall, the 
number of thunderstorms, and in hailfalls (all largely east of the metropolitan area). There are 
also several time and space anomalies in the initiations of clouds, the cloud fields, and areas of 
formation of precipitation (Ackerman, et al 1978). Other findings have revealed anomalous 
features in temperature, moisture, and winds at the surface and in the boundary layer. 
Past studies of the St. Louis urban area, when concluded, recommended future research 
that would help resolve the existing hypotheses about how the urban area acted to enhance 
summer rainfall (Ackerman et al 1978). These recommendations called for case studies of rain 
events and the delineation of where clouds, which led to more rain in the locally anomalous rain 
area east of St. Louis, developed. This study was aimed at these two recommendations. 
The results of ten case studies (days) with 26 convective clouds with definable histories 
on these days were used to address the question of whether the local anomalies found in clouds, 
echo development, heavier rainfall, and thunderstorms, form a meteorologically coherent sequence 
revealing likely cause and effect. 
The principal areas of urban-related cloud activity, first detectable echo activity, rain 
enhancement, and thunderstorm frequencies were evaluated using a conceptual model. Data from 
ten storm days when detailed data on the cloud-echo-rain sequence could be followed were 
analyzed to gain input for cloud origins in this conceptual model. 
The summer precipitation anomaly observed in and to the east of St. Louis appears to 
result largely from two factors: the anomalously frequent initiation of rain cells, and the 
intensification of rain storms over and northeast of St. Louis (Changnon et al. 1981). Since many 
radar echoes form in this urban-industrial area (Braham and Dungey, 1978), mergers of rain 
echoes are frequent, and the resulting rain cells tend to be taller and have longer durations than 
non-urban echoes (Changnon, 1976). Research has shown that urban first echoes are different 
sizes than rural first echoes (Ochs and Johnson, 1979). Urban echoes also have larger volumes 
than rural echoes, even when they have similar top heights (Changnon and Semonin, 1976). This 
is probably the result of the more frequent cell generation and increased mergers of urban cloud 
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and rain cells. Apparently, some of the urban-generated convective clouds produce more rainfall 
than do average rural clouds because they become larger and more intense than the rural storms. 
As a result, increases in thunderstorms occur in association with these localized cloud and rain 
anomalies (Changnon, 1978). 
METROMEX studies also revealed that even small convective rain cells repeatedly cycled 
new air through their could structures (Braham, 1981). Consequently, rain cells may easily be 
effected by pollutants borne in the ambient urban air. However, the evidence suggests that the 
extensive urban alterations in cloud dimension and frequency of occurrence are probably the 
result of dynamic as opposed to microphysical enhancement (Braham, 1981). 
To better understand the mechanisms causing the summer precipitation changes at St. 
Louis, a series of ten days when clouds and rains developed and could be tracked were studied. 
We focused on the region (circular area, figure 1) where clouds that apparently cause 
precipitation to form locally likely develop. Second, we investigated the meteorological 
characteristics of these urban and cloud rain initiation areas and their affects on cloud processes. 
Then we measured how the locally-induced clouds grew into rain-producing cells in the local 
environment. From these sequences, a simplified conceptual model of the sequence of events 
was developed. 
DATA 
The ten days investigated in this study occurred during June and July 1975. Cloud and 
precipitation developments on one day frequently resembled those on the following day (e.g., 25-
26 June) and may not be totally independent samples. The days chosen also had a bias in that 
they were selected because of their initially clear conditions before rain began. However, no 
attempt was made to select cases with an apparent urban-related rainfall maximum. All 1975 rain 
cases which met the initially "clear" and data requirements were studied. Some of the storms 
studied produced heavy rain, others light rain. It is believed these ten rain events are typical of 
summer rain events in the midwest. Detailed descriptions of key weather conditions on these ten 
days appear in the Appendix. 
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E X P L A N A T I O N 
Projected area where clouds would develop, based on case studies, for 
developing first echoes in the first-echo anomaly area. 
Rain anomaly area (values > one standard deviation of network mean). 
Area of intensification of thunderstorm activity. 
First echo maximum (values > 2 the network average). 
Heavy rain area (summer rainfall amount > 2 standard deviations above 
network mean). 
Sites of cloud cameras (2 on map). 
Sites of visual cloud observations (3 on map). 
Figure 1. Areas of major anomalies in radar echoes, rainfall, and thunderstorms; 
area projected for related cloud development; and sites of cloud measurements. 
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Squall zones were the most common synoptic storm type, 5 of the 10 cases in this study 
(Table 1). Synoptic scale forcing was strong in most cases. Only 2 of the 10 cases studied were 
air mass types. However, cloud photographs revealed that convection, even during the air mass 
situations, had some organization (line structure). Cold frontal conditions were associated with 
three cases 
The cloud data used were based on the 2-km resolution cloud photographs obtained from 
the visible channel of the GOES (or SMS) satellites in 1975, and on surface observations and 
photographs. GOES photographs were usually available at 30-min intervals for the study period. 
The cloud photographs were aligned with an optical device. The accuracy of the optical 
alignment is believed to have been within +10 km. This alignment was then fine-tuned by 
comparison with other accompanying photographs for the same cloud systems at earlier and later 
times, and with surface and radar cloud observations. The locations of the two surface cloud 
cameras and three observation sites are shown in figure 1. The weather observers made very 
detailed cloud observations for this purpose. 
The 2-km resolution GOES photographs were used because they were available at 30-
minute intervals and they showed enough large-scale landmarks to make preliminary gridding 
alignments possible. Not all convective clouds can be detected in these photographs. The 
satellite sensor averages over an area which may be large compared to small clouds. Thus, small 
clouds may not be bright enough to cause a noticeable response from the sensor. Large but thin 
clouds may also not be bright enough to assure detection. 
Other problems related to imagery resolution involved identifying individual clouds and 
cloud types on rain days. Since surface cloud observations were available, cloud typing usually 
was not a problem. However, it was often impossible to be certain how many clouds were being 
observed, especially when several small cumuli were forming. Thus, the term "cloud area" was 
used to distinguish these cases from others when individual cloud boundaries could be clearly 
distinguished. The use of the word "cloud" was intended to imply a cloud which appeared to 
have a distinct identify, e.g. a larger convective cell. When widespread clouds were present, it 
was sometimes possible to distinguish brighter areas within them. These were called "bright 
clouds," or cloud areas, and often were associated with convective towers. 
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Table 1. Synoptic Weather and Rain System Conditions 
on Ten Study Days in 1975 
Date Synoptic Direction of Low-level 
type rain element pre-rain winds 
movement 
6/25 Air mass WSW S 
6/26 Air mass SWS S 
7/10 Post cold-front W SW 
7/11 Squall area WNW SE 
7/12 Pre-cold front NW SW 
7/17 Squall zone SW SW 
7/18 Squall zone WSW SW 
7/19 Squall zone W SW 
7/20 Cold front WNW SE 
7/30 Squall zone S SSE 
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Radar and raingage data for the cases studied were also analyzed. The 3-cm and 10-cm 
radar observations were used to develop echo maps plotted at 12-minute intervals during the one 
to two hours after rain initiated in the area. Radar maps depicted cloud-echo locations, echo 
motion, and top height. 
ANALYSIS 
Objectives 
One objective of this study was to obtain definitive information on the location/s favored 
for cloud initiation for clouds that produced rain in the circular study area (Figure 1). By 
studying the time between initial cloud and initial first echo, we could get a measure of this 
variable so we could reconstruct the likely "first cloud" growth region for the area. In particular, 
we sought to define the favored cloud area/s related to the first echo initiation maximum (Figure 
1) located east and northeast of St. Louis (Braham and Dungey, 1978). 
We sought, as a second objective, to discern whether these cloud and rain development 
areas realistically could be associated with the areas of precipitation maximum and thunderstorm 
increases east of St. Louis. In order to investigate the space and time relationships between 
localized anomalies in developing clouds, precipitation development (first echoes detected in a 
cloud), summer rainfall, and frequency of thunderstorms, their anomalies were plotted (Figure 
1). The anomalies in first echoes, total rainfall, and thunderstorms are based on summer (June-
August) data for the circular study area (80-km diameter) centered on St. Louis data are from the 
summer of 1975, based on the satellite data and all-sky cameras located at two sites (Figure 1). 
Procedures and Methods 
The approach used for locating the favored cloud initiation areas made use of position 
estimates based on the time when urban-area clouds were first detected on satellite photographs 
and by surface observers, both recorded at fixed intervals, from the ten cases. By working back-
wards in time and space from the echo formation areas in and northeast of St. Louis, it was pos-
sible to estimate accurately the locations where the clouds which contributed to the echo initiation 
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and precipitation had formed. It was assumed that the clouds moved with the typical rain cell 
speed, V, and that the cloud life time was >T, the time of its first appearance on a photograph. 
When T was based on when a cloud was first detected on a satellite photograph, the true 
development time would be underestimated because the initial small cumuli likely went 
undetected. Thus, a backward (in space) extrapolation was used to select an intermediate time 
(15 minutes) location. However, for most clouds studied, we had surface observations that 
identified the time and location of initial clouds to the nearest 15 minutes. The first cloud 
detection analysis should yield a representative location and time for initial cloud organization. 
Comparison of the surface cloud observations with the satellite-inferred locations indicated that 
the cloud detection estimations for those 
locations indicated that the cloud detection estimations for those solely seen by satellite 
photographs was seldom off by 5 minutes in time or 2 kilometers in location. 
Detailed data from ten individual rain cases were used to construct the cloud, then echo, 
and then rain sequence for all possible clouds. These cases were selected from a group of 20 
summer rain periods in 1975, all marked by rather clear skies at St. Louis during the 2-hour 
period before rain began in the area. As part of the selection process, rain had to have fallen at 
one or more of six centrally located raingages in both the eastern and western halves of the 
network of 226 recording raingages analyzed in a circular network of 5,025 km2 centered in St. 
Louis (Figure 1). Ten of the 20 rains were rejected for analysis because they either had 
insufficient radar data, and/or massive cloud systems obscured the individual cloud developments. 
Each case study included five analyses. The first was a description of surface winds, 
winds aloft, and the general synoptic and local weather conditions which may have affected cloud 
motion, initiation and their interpretation on the satellite photographs (Table 1). The second was 
an echo motion and echo size analysis. The third analysis was of the rainfall patterns using 5-
minute amounts from the dense recording raingage network (one gage per 21 km2). Then rain 
cells were defined with these patterns and related to the paths of the various clouds and the rain 
period's total rain pattern. The cloud photographs pertinent to the convective development 
sequence were then studied, and individual rain clouds were identified and tracked. The life 
histories of 26 clouds from initiation to first echo and to their surface rain cell could be defined 
with accuracy. 
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It was not possible to study cloud growth using satellite data after widespread cloudiness 
had developed. It became impossible to identify and track new cloud elements, either as a result 
of the presence of many clouds, or a generally uniform brightness of the cloud field. Thus, only 
the initial rain-producing clouds were analyzed in this study. Determination of the places and 
times at which to terminate the cloud initiation analysis varied with each case. The tracking of 
individual clouds viewed at 15-min (surface) 30-min (satellite) intervals also involved some 
subjective decisions. 
CLOUD AND RAINFALL DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS 
The time between cloud initiation (T) and rain development (first echo) was calculated 
for the 26 rain-producing clouds. These times are classified in Table 2. These indicate that 
clouds were present at least 15 minutes before detectable rain began on these "fair-early" days, 
and that 61 to 90 minutes elapsed before two of the clouds produced rain. The time of cloud-to-
rain did not differ between the clouds developing over urban or rural areas. Most (23) first 
cloud-to-first rain periods were 60 minutes or less (Table 2) with a mode at the 31- to 45-minute 
duration. The median value was 40 minutes. 
Also shown in Table 2 are the locations where the 26 cloud developed, sorted by three 
classes. Seven of 26 clouds developed over the urban area and nine formed over rural areas. 
Ten clouds developed over the first-echo area (Figure 1). The results in table 2 reveal that 17 
of the 26 clouds developed in areas with a high potential for urban influence. All but 6 clouds 
moved over the urban environment during their lifetimes. 
We also investigated the location where the rain cells caused by the 26 clouds intensified. 
This was classed as being in the first-echo maximum, the rain anomaly, or elsewhere in the 
circular area (Figure 1). The resulting values in Table 2 reveal that 20 of the 26 clouds 
intensified in the areas expected if urban influences were present (the rain maximum area or FE 
peak area). 
Seven of the 26 clouds merged with other cells after developing rain. The intense rainfall 
noted to be associated with merged cells at St. Louis (Changnon 1976) may result because the 
larger-scale controlling circulation pattern (e.g. urban and/or natural mesoscale or larger 
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Table 2. Cloud and Rain Development Characteristics on Ten Days 
Number of clouds per interval 
time, from initial cloud formation 
Location of initial clouds to first echo (minutes) 
Date Over Over Over 16-30 31-45 46-60 61-90 Intensification 
urban rural first of echo/rain 
area area echo cell over rain 
area1 anomaly or FE 
area 
1Area of first echo preferred development area (see Figure 1). 
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circulations) creates strong localized convergence and convection. The merging of echoes 
observed on four cases in this sample may only be a manifestation of the controlling circulation. 
Therefore, in some cases, the intensification of post-merger rainfall may have nothing to do with 
the mechanics of the merging echoes but may be simply a consequence of the intensified 
convection. This appears to have been the situation during the echo mergers of 25 and 26 June, 
19 July, and 30 July. Merging resulted mostly from new growth rather than differential motion 
in all cases. 
The Urban-Cloud Initiation Zone 
The analysis indicated that the time (T) required for rain to develop from growing clouds 
was generally between 15 and 60 minutes (Table 2). A T of 30 to 40 minutes appears to be a 
reasonable estimate for typical convective rain development. Data presented by Changnon et al. 
(1977) indicated that 76% of the rain cells at St. Louis during 1971-75 moved from the SW to 
the NW (210° to 330o), and that the median velocity was 14 km/hr for urban and rural rain cells. 
Smaller non-raining clouds will usually be effected by lower-level winds than rain cells and may 
therefore move slower than rain clouds. 
The 60-minute duration of cloud initiation-to-rain initiation was combined with these cell 
motion values (orientation and speed) to construct a zone of cloud formation upwind of the first-
echo anomaly. Allowance for the noted speed variations indicates that clouds contributing to the 
first echo maximum would originate 7 to 14 km upwind of the first echo maximum. The 
projected formation zone for clouds which could produce the "urban" first echoes is depicted in 
figure 1. 
Summer cloud frequency patterns based on study of the satellite and the surface camera 
systems indicated that local cloud distribution corresponds very closely with the first echo 
maximum (Ackerman et al. 1978). The 1600 CDT cloud frequency distribution in 1975, as 
observed by satellite (Figure 2), coincides with the location of the first echo anomaly. This first 
echo pattern is based largely on afternoon observations (Braham and Dungey 1978). 
The frequency of initiation of the first convective clouds on each day was studied using 
two ground-based cloud cameras located near the first echo anomaly zone. Data from 1975 for 
a camera at Alton indicated a very distinct tendency for early cumulus to initiate in the first echo 
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E X P L A N A T I O N 
Topographic contours of 500 and 700 ft. 
First echo maximum (values > 2 the network average). 
Prime cloud initiation area at 1600 CDT, based on 
satellite data. 
Sites of cloud cameras and sectors of most frequent 
cloud initiations. 
Figure 2. Major moisture sources and cloud initiation areas, as based cloud 
cameras and their sectors of frequent cloud initiations, and on satellite data. 
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maximum and near local oil refineries and major industrial plants (Figure 1). Cumulus initiated 
1.5 to 3.0 times more frequently in that region than elsewhere. Analysis of the data from the 
cloud camera located in central St. Louis during 1975 showed that the area to the north and west 
of the site had relatively high frequencies of cumulus initiations, ranging from about 1.2 to 2.2 
times their expected value. These two areas of high formation frequency are shown on figure 2. 
Thus, many of these initial cumulus of the day began in or just west of the first echo 
maximum (Figure 1). The potential urban-cloud initiation area, as projected in figure 1, is 
conservative and may overestimate the distance between the locations of cloud initiation and 
urban echo initiation. 
CONCEPTUAL MODELS FOR LINKING ANOMALIES AND URBAN INFLUENCES 
Physical and Anthropogenic Characteristics in the Cloud-First Echo Anomaly Area 
The presence of first cloud and first echo maximums in the St. Louis urban-industrial 
areas has been well established along with a heavy rainfall anomaly just to the east. In tying 
these together with urban influences that would help cause them, it is important first to consider 
the region's physical factors and all possible anthrogenic influences that could affect the 
atmosphere and ultimately result in influences on clouds and precipitation processes. 
The region of rain initiation does not contain areas with higher elevations, sharp 
topographic gradients, or bluffs (Figure 2). The first echo anomaly is 11 km wide and 33 km 
long (about 35 km2), stretching southward from the Alton industrial area to the center of St. 
Louis. Land use practices in the first echo anomaly vary greatly, ranging from industrial to 
agricultural. About 40% of the echo anomaly area is agricultural (Changnon et al. 1981). This 
rural area is a good summer moisture source through evapotranspiration. Large areas at the north 
and south ends of the first echo anomaly are devoted to heavy and light industry. These 
industrial areas are the strongest sources of aitken nuclei in the St. Louis area (Changnon et al. 
1981). 
The principal anthropogenic moisture sources near St. Louis have been defined by 
Sisterson (1975) and their locations are shown in figure 2. The four strongest anthropogenic 
moisture sources in the St. Louis region are located in or very near the first echo anomaly. Each 
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of these sources releases between 60 to 80 kg of water per second. These values are not 
sufficiently large to supply the vapor inflow of small convective rain clouds. Regardless, the 
location of three of these strong moisture sources in the FE area is suggestive of possible effects. 
Sisterson also estimated the potential evaporation rate if all incoming solar radiation (441 
g/hr) were used to evaporate water. The potential evaporation rate is approximately 0.21 g/m2 
sec if these values are converted to flux per unit area. When integrated over the FE anomaly 
zone, the net evaporative vapor flux is about 7 x 104 kg/sec. This flux is potentially large enough 
to supply the vapor inflow of small convective rain cells if the water surfaces and rural areas are 
considered when calculating the net vapor flux (i.e., about 4 x 10 kg/sec). However, in most 
instances, the actual evapotranspiration is likely to be much less than the potential evaporation 
because solar energy is used for a considerable amount of heating of the surface. The mean 
regional patterns of dewpoint temperatures for 1200, 1500, and 1800 CDT periods generally 
reveal that the first echo anomaly is in an area of relatively low dewpoint temperatures 
(Ackerman et al. 1978). The river bottomland rural areas to the immediate west of the echo 
anomaly are relatively moist and might help induce cloud formation in the cloud formation zone 
depicted in figure 1. 
It seems likely that neither the anthropogenic nor the natural evapotranspiration in the first 
echo anomaly area could supply the moisture needed by even modest convective rain cells. 
However, the possibility exists that all of the anthropogenic sources which exist in the first echo 
anomaly area could act jointly with the natural evaporative fluxes, to supply significant amounts 
of vapor to convective clouds, especially to those cells with well-organized inflows. 
The anomalous influence of the Alton industrial area on cloud and echo initiations and 
sizes has been shown (Ochs and Johnson 1979). Moisture releases there play a role in triggering 
the initiation of convection and clouds. The latent and sensible heat fluxes from these major 
point sources are capable of initiating small clouds which have been observed to lead to further 
cloud growth and release of instability (Changnon et al. 1976). Furthermore, the point sources 
may set up persistent circulations which tend to organize surrounding flow patterns, such as those 
Kropfli and John (1978) repeatedly observed over the Granite City urban-industrial complex. In 
the mid-afternoon, the south end of the FE anomaly zone, on the average, was a center of high 
dry bulb and dewpoint temperatures (Ackerman et al. 1978). This, in conjunction with the cloud 
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occurrence anomaly observed in the same locations, strongly suggests locally-enhanced 
convection. 
Ackerman et al. (1978), have shown that areas in the southern portions of the first echo 
anomaly area (Figure 1) are near the center of a persistent zone of low-level convergence and 
positive vertical velocities in the mid-afternoon. Therefore, it seems reasonable that the urban 
heat island induced circulation (Ackerman et al. 1978) interacts, in the mid-afternoon, with the 
nearby industrial heat and moisture fluxes to help induce cloud and precipitation formation. 
Thus, the regionally insignificant anthropogenic moisture and heat releases could have 
considerable local effects to 1) amplify convection by triggering unstable cloud growth, and 2) 
anchor convective flow patterns and subsequent cloud development in this localized region. 
In assessing the reality of the sequence of cloud, rain (echo) initiation, and then rain 
intensification, the possibility that local pollutant sources in the first echo anomaly area could be 
partly responsible must also be examined. Proof of whether air parcels from the urban-industrial 
area could rise to the average height where first echoes initiated, 2.4 to 4.6 km, MSL, was sought 
for the echo anomaly. 
It was assumed initially that the potential urban-effected rising motions began just inside 
the echo anomaly area, and that the echo-initiation level would be reached after the cloud had 
moved halfway across the anomaly (a distance of about 5 km) and at a height of about 3.5 km. 
If the updraft speeds (W) generated to reach this level for a given horizontal speed (U) are 
unreasonably large, then low-level pollutants generated in the zone of the echo anomaly could 
not play an important role in the echo initiation. If this is true, then, most pollutants which could 
affect precipitation initiation would have to be ingested by the clouds while they are west of the 
echo anomaly. 
A parcel of air rises with a slope of 7:10 if a 5-km horizontal penetration over the first 
echo anomaly zone occurs with a 3.5 km rise from near the surface. Even if the rising air moves 
with the fast value of U, 10 mps, the required W is only 7 mps. While 7 mps is rather large 
compared to average updrafts encountered by aircraft flying near the bases of echoes (2.5 mps, 
Changnon and Morgan, 1976), it is about the same size as in-cloud updrafts measured near the 
freezing level (6 mps) in Illinois. Thus, an average W of 7 mps is large but not beyond question. 
A U Value of 5 mps is more likely since the average urban and rural rain cells speeds (and the 
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average surface wind speeds at St. Louis) are only 3 to 4 mps. Then, the required value of W 
would be at least 3.5 mps, and such a value is very realistic. Thus, clouds moving with normal 
horizontal speeds could easily have their precipitation initiation process influenced by pollutants 
from sources inside the first echo anomaly zone. Faster moving clouds (U > 10 mps) may move 
out of the area of the echo anomaly before locally polluted parcels would reach the echo 
initiation level, but most summer convective clouds move more slowly. 
It is also likely that many slow-moving clouds initiate in, or very near to, the echo 
anomaly area, and also produce first echoes before exiting out of the anomaly. This is supported 
by the findings in Table 2. This is especially true if clouds move with the normal southwesterly 
component and thus move almost along the long axis of the canted first echo anomaly. Since 
the median precipitation development time (T) is 40 minutes, clouds moving from the west are 
required to have U < 11 km/hr (or < 3 mps) or they will pass over the east boundary of the FE 
anomaly zone before producing an echo. Importantly, the results reveal that the cloud and echo 
initiation anomaly zones depicted on figure 1 can be easily physically linked to the urban surface 
and boundary layer. 
Time and Space Relations between Urban Surface Conditions/Emissions 
and Cloud-Rain Conditions 
Further consideration of the relationship between man-made surface and boundary layer 
perturbations and the initiation of clouds and rain required an estimate of the time elapsed (and 
its relationship to the spatial movement of clouds and rain cells) for the transport of urban 
influences into the region of precipitation growth with potential urban-effected clouds. This 
source-transport-cloud ingestion sequence must be time and space realistic when one considers 
the juxtaposition of the source regions and the FE anomaly area. 
The following concept was developed to depict the shortest time periods which might be 
required for interactions of surface effluents with precipitation processes under various stability 
conditions. Ackerman et al. (1978) showed that St. Louis substantially modified the PBL. 
Hence, urban-industrial influences (heat, moisture, particulates) were assumed to rise within 
updrafts from near the surface to various levels within clouds. The potentially-effected cloud 
parcel was assumed to reach a given height, and any precipitation was then assumed to descend 
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to the surface. Such a crude kinematic model ignores microphysical interactions; Figure 3 shows 
the periods required for ascent, or descent, of parcels to and from four different in-cloud levels 
(3.5 to 10 km) for varying draft speeds. 
These calculations did not consider drop growth and the necessary cloud environment in 
which such growth would take place. The calculated trajectories are only intended to show the 
maximum rate at which surface influences could be brought to the precipitation formation zone 
and then back to the surface. The effect of subsequent interactions such as drop growth requires 
further calculations. However, drop size growth could be incorporated by considering the draft 
speed to be the sum of the air and particle fall speeds. 
Constant (or average) draft velocities were assumed, although there is evidence that 
updrafts and downdrafts vary with height (Changnon and Morgan, 1976). Simpson and Woodley 
(1971) and Battan (1969) discussed the time required for deliberate cloud modification, using 
cloud-top seeding, to become noticeable at cloud base; some 6 km below the seeding level. The 
approach presented here for inadvertent modification involving a low-level influence, which 
probably must first rise some distance up through the cloud to affect the precipitation mechanism, 
is a simplified time-period calculation. Constant (or average) draft velocities were assumed and 
the model thus can accommodate constant (or average) particle fall speeds. 
In the cases described by Simpson (1971) and Battan (1969), the downward movement 
of the effect of seeding could be calculated with an average downdraft of 4 mps and an average 
particle fall speed of 6 mps, which together yielded a new downward motion of 10 mps. Thus, 
the net period required to observe (at cloud base) the effect of seeding at cloud top (6 km aloft) 
was 10 minutes. Therefore, values on the order of about 20 minutes might be expected for 
results of urban modification to become apparent at the base of vigorous clouds. 
Downdrafts and updrafts can usually be assumed to have the same order of magnitude 
(Simpson, 1971). However, the downward fall speed of precipitation must be added to the 
downdraft as perhaps 90% of raindrop growth occurs as they fall (Simpson, 1971). No similar 
adjustment to the updraft is required in this crude model since the droplets in it are usually small 
and move at nearly the same speed as the air until they are high in the cloud. Mid-level updrafts 
in vigorous midwestern clouds near or at the precipitating stage are on the order of 6 mps 
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NET VERTICAL VELOCITY, mps 
Figure 3. The lags between urban influences and cloud response. The horizontal 
displacement (u) in kilometers of a parcel is shown for velocities of 1 and 5 mps. 
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(Changnon and Morgan, 1976). Thus, by using the curves on figure 3, the period required for 
a draft to rise 7 km is about 19 minutes. If the average particle size is such that the fall speed 
averages 6 mps, then the net downward speed of the particles will be 12 mps and they will fall 
7 km in about 10 minutes'. Thus, the fastest possible ascent and descent would take about 30 
minutes. 
The ordinates on the period axis (Figure 3) were multiplied by horizontal velocities of 1 
and 5 mps to obtain the horizontal displacements which would occur during the period, if the 
parcel were moving at these horizontal velocities, as it ascended and descended (see the right 
axes of Figure 3). For example, at the 7 km ascent described above, the total horizontal 
displacement for a horizontal speed of 1 mps is 1.8 km (= 1.2 + 0.6). To obtain displacements 
for other horizontal speeds, one can multiply the 1 mps displacement ordinates by the horizontal 
speed. The 5 mps horizontal speed displacement ordinates have been included for convenience 
since this is a typical conservative speed. Thus, the displacement of the parcel ascending to 7 
km, while moving at a speed of 5 mps horizontally, would descend to its original level some 9.0 
km (6 + 3) from its point of origin. This displacement is assumed to be typical for parcels rising 
to near the tops of many growing convective clouds. 
This type of calculation cannot be used to determine directly whether moving and 
potential urban-effected clouds will contribute to the rain anomaly. This is because the 
assumption had been made that the drops fall out of updrafts automatically at the given height. 
Actually, updrafts may support large drops for long periods of time. It would take detailed case 
studies using quantitative doppler radar data to measure this influence. Nevertheless, the method 
can be used to assess the approximate location where the first indication of urban influences on 
rain might appear at the surface. 
For dynamic enhancement to affect the growth of typical summer clouds at St. Louis, it 
was assumed that it would be necessary for the urban-industrial effected air parcel to rise to near 
the tops of clouds, which are about 7 km tall, if it was going to alter cloud growth. Braham and 
Wilson (1978) have shown that the main mode of the maximum echo top height frequency 
distribution occurs near 7 km. The polluted parcel could enhance freezing, latent heat release, 
and cloud buoyancy if it were rich in ice nuclei (in a manner similar to that described by 
Simpson, 1970). On the other hand, if the rising parcel is simply buoyant because it is 
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influenced thermally or by excess moisture (which would accelerate the release of latent heat of 
condensation and increase the virtual temperature of the parcel), it could also cause a "dynamic" 
alteration by enhancing the growth of the cloud top. Braham (1981) suggested that since ice 
nuclei counts are reduced at St. Louis, some type of thermal, frictional or convective alteration 
caused urban clouds to grow beyond the height of the main mode in the rural cloud-height 
frequency distribution. Thus, the effect of cloud alterations taking place within the cloud-echo 
anomaly should begin to become evident within about 9 km downstorm if enhanced precipitation 
fallout begins immediately after the polluted parcel rises to the 7 km height. Before comparing 
this expected pattern with the observations, the enhanced thunderstorm conditions just east of St. 
Louis will be examined. 
Reynolds and Brook (1955) have shown that the first electrical discharge in New Mexico 
thunderstorms followed the appearance of the first echo, as seen on 3 cm radar, by about 12 
minutes on the average. The METROMEX results suggest a similar temporal relationship for 
midwestern storms (Changnon 1978). Thus, the start of any lightning maximum should be 
displaced about 12 minutes of travel time from the first echo maximum, or perhaps 3 or 4 km 
away if the echoes moved at 4-5 mps. 
The rainfall and thunder anomaly areas are depicted in figure 1 so that the spatial and 
temporal relationships between the cloud and echo initiation anomalies, and the rain and 
thunderstorm anomalies could be compared. Consider the case involving a typical 7 km echo 
existing some place along a N-S line in the middle of the FE anomaly area. The model indicates 
that the echo: 1) could be effected by the local surface pollutants (within a distance 6 km 
upward of the cell, and 2) could also produce urban-effected rainfall at the surface within the FE 
anomaly zone (3 km downcell). 
Relationship of Heavy Rain Anomalies and the Cloud-Echo Model 
Changnon et at. (1977) have shown that rain periods with cell motions from the WSW 
are related to a precipitation maximum northeast of St. Louis (near Edwardsville). These storms 
also account for 42% of the total summer rainfall. Such storms also produce a notable urban-
related maximum of rainfall when surface winds are from the southeast. 
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A sequence was developed for a hypothetical cloud which moves from the WSW and 
produces heavy rain (more than 6 mm). This was a test of urban influences on the cloud-echo-
heavy rain sequence. Rain cells which produced heavy rain account for 51% of the network 
rainfall (but account for only 8% of the total number of rain cells) (Ackerman et al., 1978). 
Therefore, they must be considered when studying how St. Louis produces rain alterations. 
It was first assumed that the potentially-effected cloud initiates in the projected cloud 
initiation area, and produces a first echo within the first echo anomaly (Figure 1). The question 
then addressed was "Will this rain cell contribute to the precipitation anomaly?" The typical 
(median) heavy urban rain cell moves about eight kilometers during its existence (35 minutes). 
If the echo initiates near where the rain maximum pattern overlaps the echo initiation pattern (see 
Figure 1), the chance that the storm will contribute to the rain maximum is high. However, if 
the echo forms in a locally-generated or moving cloud on the west edge of the first echo 
anomaly, the probability is large that the cell will be dissipating before reaching the "2-standard 
deviation" rain maximum, unless the echo merges with another echo. Changnon (1976) has 
shown that merged urban echoes have median duration of 110 minutes. This is adequate time 
for a first echo to move from the west side of the echo initiation area to the zone of the heaviest 
rainfall, provided that it merges with one (or more) echoes on its eastward path. 
If a line connecting the centers of the first echo anomaly and rain maxima (Figure 1) were 
drawn, it would have a SSW to NNE orientation. The two centers are separated by 20 km, or 
2 to 3 times the length of the typical heavy rain cell. This suggests that either 1) very infrequent 
long rain cells, or 2) more than one cell and resulting mergers, are required for a cloud, which 
has its first echo in the core of the FE anomaly, to move to the core of the precipitation 
maximum (>2 standard deviations). As a result of typical SSE transport winds and the fact that 
even small storms repeatedly cycle new air through their volumes, the model cloud would have 
an excellent opportunity to continue to ingest urban pollutants and relative warm and moist air 
for many minutes after echo formation. This, as well as cell mergers, would affect its behavior. 
Heavy rain cells occurred most frequently and the urban-isolated rainfall was also greatest 
between 1500 and 1800 CDT (Changnon et al., 1981). This is also approximately the time that 
the cloud and first echo maximums in the ten cases occurred. Thus, the relevance of the 
synthesized cloud history with a trajectory from the observed cloud and echo initiation location 
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to the zone of intense urban rainfall gains support. In summary, the time-space framework of 
clouds and first echoes occurring when the rainfall maximum develops appears reasonable. 
Lightning would also be expected to begin to maximize within the echo anomaly zone. 
The spatial distributions of cloud and echo initiations and thunder maximum are also reasonable. 
Agreement exists found between the times of occurrence of the urban cloud and first echo 
maxima (1500 CDT), the rain maximum (1500 to 1800 CDT), and the time of peak thunder 
activity (1800 to 2000 CDT). 
Synthesis of a Cloud-and-Rain Model 
A conceptual model was developed for a merged cloud moving from the WSW (the 
preferred cell direction). It was based on: 1) the merged echo model of Changnon (1976); 2) the 
pre-rain cloud growth time of 40 minutes; 3) the cloud-echo lightning results of Reynolds and 
Brook (1955); and 4) the echo-rain relationships derived herein. Cloud and precipitation were 
assumed to move horizontally at 14 km/hr (the average motion of cells). Only average conditions 
were used and considerable case-to-case variation is thus masked. Using the relationship between 
average storm height and rain production found at St. Louis, it is estimated that the model rain 
storm would produce about 1.5 x .109 kg of rain during its 110-minute duration, a rate of 0.23 
x 106 kg/sec. 
If this modeled cloud initiated at the far western edge of the urban area shown in figure 
1 (and within the area of projected cloud development), it would produce its initial detectable 
precipitation aloft over the center of the first echo anomaly. This cell would then produce 
rainfall along the core of the 2-standard deviation rain anomaly and dissipate 2 km beyond 
Edwardsville (EDW). The associated c-g lightning would begin well with the echo anomaly area 
at or near the peak areas shown in figure 1. 
Although the merged echo model just described would contribute heavily to the rain 
anomaly pattern, it would maximize well before it reached the east end. To contribute to the 
eastern portion of the 2-standard deviation rain anomaly, the echo would have to initiate about 
30 minutes later (farther east). This would be over the eastern section of the urban area. 
It is important to note that this storm trajectory corresponds closely to the location of 
anomalous cumulus initiations observed northwest from the St. Louis cloud camera, and in 
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particular, with the northeastward shift of this location with time (Ackerman, et al. 1978). The 
modeled storm trajectory also coincides with the centers, and their shift with time, of the 
afternoon low-level convergence areas observed by Ackerman et al (1978). The urban heat island 
circulation and its integration of the moisture and heat effluents in the north half of St. Louis are 
strongly implicated as causes of the cloud and echo initiations along this frequent storm 
trajectory. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This study examined and compared the cloud-echo-rain-storm evolution in relation to the 
defined anomalous areas of echo, rain, and thunderstorm intensification based on analyses of a 
large sample of data. The objective was to further investigate the likelihood of local urban 
influences on cloud and rain processes. 
The cloud and rain development and evolution on ten days in 1975 that were initially 
clear were studied to gain information on cloud development, in time and space, with respect to 
rain initiation. Only the earliest rain-developing clouds could be studied because widespread 
cloudiness developed quickly and limited visibility. One conclusion is that extensive mesoscale 
cloudiness either accompanies or quickly develops with most midwestern summer rain events. 
This reflects on the importance of synoptic-scale forcing in the development of summer rainfall. 
The fact that only the early rain-producing entities were studied on ten cases (days) may mean 
that the apparent dynamic organization was not fully present during the early periods of the 
storms studied. Thus, normal cloud growth to the rain stage might proceed faster than the values 
found here. The results for the 26 clouds showed durations of 16 to 90 minutes between cloud 
development and rain initiation (first echo), with most clouds having durations of 60 minutes or 
less and a median of 40 minutes. These results coupled with cell motion values, allowed us to 
define a "first cloud" area associated with urban first echo anomaly. Most of this area embraces 
the St. Louis urban-industrial area. 
The results for the cloud initiation area, the first echo anomaly, surface rain anomaly, and 
thunder anomaly were coupled with urban-induced convergence patterns and various assumptions 
about transport times of urban effluents, including their transport and cycling in clouds. This 
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time-space relationship analysis revealed that the major precipitation anomalies at St. Louis fit 
within realistic sequential models which have meteorological coherence. They help establish the 
interaction of the documented 
urban alterations in PBL winds, clouds, radar echoes, merging of rain entities, the rainfall 
increase, and increased thunderstorms. 
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APPENDIX 
Summary of Initial Precipitation Development Patterns 
on Ten Case Days in 1975 
Date Comments 
25 and 26 June Initial clouds developed near the first echo anomaly, merged with 
others as a result of their continued growth. The later rain resulted 
from subsequent squall area echoes (initiation pattern #3, see 
Changnon et al., 1976). Echo tops 29°C. 
10 July A small and weak but very mobile post frontal cloud band passed 
over the network from the northwest. This led to the 
intensification over East Alton and Wood River of one echo which 
moved into the network and the initiation over Granite City of 
another. Although surface conditions were moist (Td = 18°C), echo 
tops were only slightly above 5 km and very short echoes resulted. 
11 July As on 10 July, echoes were short but very mobile, and moved with 
a northerly component. Clouds moved into the network but some 
echoes initiated locally. Some of these echoes may to have 
initiated from topographic impulses generated by upslope winds. 
However, the main cloud and echo system moved into the network 
from the northwest, and, after having remained confined by the 
Mississippi River Valley for a long period, it developed to the east 
of Granite City and East St. Louis. This pattern of cloud 
development is rather similar to mode number 1 (see Changnon et 
al., 1976). It consists of isolated showers initiating in front of a 
larger system which engulfs them. However, merging in the 
present case was not observed for all of the forerunner echoes. 
Echo tops were only slightly above 5 km and surface conditions 
were rather dry (Td = 13°C). 
12 July During this storm, echoes formed in front of a line. However, the 
forerunner echoes developed into a new line and were not engulfed 
by the earlier line. The new echoes first appeared near Belleville 
but did not produce heavy rains. Nevertheless, one weak (2.5 mm) 
local downwind rain maximum was generated by these storms. For 
the third day in a row echo tops were low, but on this day some of 
the early storms exceeded 9 km in height. Dewpoints were near 
14°C. 
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17 July A heavy rain producing echo formed over St. Louis in front of a 
line of individual echoes. Both the echo and line intensified as they 
passed over Granite City from the southwest. The line finally 
approached the forerunner echo as it was dissipating. At this time, 
another large echo line had moved into the network behind the first 
line. Echo tops exceeded 14 km on this very warm moist day (Td -
21°C). 
18 July During early development, several echoes developed over the 
network in a squall area, close to and in front of a larger more 
linear merged echo which had moved into the network from 
beyond the maximum range of the radar. The merged echo line 
produced a rain maximum on the south edge of Centerville. 
However, most later rainfall was in the western (non-urban) half of 
the network. Storms were tall (up to 15 km) and moved from the 
west southwest on this warm moist day (Td ≥ 21°C). 
19 July On this warm moist (Td > 21°C) day, storms were large (tops up to 
15 km) and intense but isolated and very mobile. Storms traversed 
the MMX network from the west. Feeder storms appeared on the 
northeast of the large echoes from time to time. One such feeder 
echo formed when a large prolific rain producing parent cell 
entered downtown St. Louis. This feeder grew rapidly as it moved 
over Wood River, while the parent echo over St. Louis was weak­
ening but merging with the feeder and other echoes to the south­
east. The echo merging was the result of echo growth to the north 
and southeast while the parent of the feeder cloud was actually 
shrinking. 
20 July A rapidly moving cold front interacted with preexisting clouds in 
the Ozark hills to initiate a small rural echo. Urban areas showed 
must less cloudiness and no similar interactions with the front were 
observed on this hot, humid day (Td = 24°C). In fact, clouds near 
Wood River actually dissipated at the time of the frontal passage. 
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30 July Early convection on this very humid (Td > 21°C) and hazy day was 
organized in a linear band. There were many bands of small cumuli 
in the Midwest but only the clouds near St. Louis grew into large 
clouds. However, the initial rain apparently did not fall from urban 
clouds but rather from clouds on the south edge and, most 
dramatically on the west downwind edge of the urban area. Echo 
motion was from the SE, along the line. Thus, a late forming urban 
echo in the line was overtaken by an earlier cloud which had 
originally formed in the rural area. However, the resulting merged 
echo system reintensified in such a manner that is unclear if the 
merger was the cause of the intensification. 
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